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SUMMARY OF TEO COMMANDS

COMMAND MfcANiNG SECTION

Gene ra1
Hi «| W M W «i

j  or / or i (a) Text deli miters 1,2
(b) Exit from relaxed mode 1,7.2,2

etc. Set relaxeo mode 1.7,2,1
Q Quit 2.6,1,1
<» Perform next command lid51Fi0 times 2.6.1.2

(IF) Line-feed - display pointer position 2.6.1,a
n" Set tab at column n 2.6,1,5
"  (in text) Jump to next tab position 2.6,1,3
0" or " C1ear a 11 tabs 2.6,1,3
nP P r i nt n l ines 1.5.1

7/1 ex t/ Print the text string 2,9.2,1
?'state' Print current state, e.g. DATE,SIZE,etc. 2.9,2.4
X, Restrict output lines to x characters 1.5,2
U t c. c •; Use charae-code, c.c. 2.1,10

C

Revert to users charge-code 2,1,11
n= Skip to nth comma in command string 2.6.1.5

t Used by n= command - else ignored 2.6,1,6

OocumeHt Commands
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

nCjnamej Copy BCD/BIN doc, (ed. n) to workspace 2tl.l
nM;name? Make workspace into document (ed. n) 2.1.2
nVjname; Insert tre doc.Ced, n) into workspace 2,1,3
n&;name; Add named doc. to doc. formed by # 2,l.i|
n#^name; Create new doc, using ? and P commands 2,1,5
#// Finish any preceding # command 2,1,6
'nC;name| Cooy ASCII doc, (ed, n) to workspace 2,1,7
nj;name; Save boxes in the named doc, 2,1,6
nC;name Restore boxes from named doc. 2,1,9

Writing on Workspace

C j ?; Type a BCD doc. direcly onto workspace 2.2.1

'C;?; Type an ASCII doc. onto workspace 2.2,2
Vf?? Insert typed records into the workspace. 2,2.3

Poi nter
«9 « ^ 1

Commands
mmmmmrnrnmrn

0 Rewind pointer to origin 2.3.1.1
J Left justify pointer to start of record 2.3,1,2
tj Right justify pointer to end of record 2.3,1,3

L Move pointer one column left 2.3,1,4
R Mpve pointer one column right 2.3.1,5
B Move pointer one record back 2,3,1.6

F Move pointer one record forward 2.3.1.7

S > t ex t J Search forward for the text string 2,3,2.1

"tS j t e X t j  Search records in reverse order 2.3,2,2



Deletion Commands

E

D? text

nO;text;

'to j text >

Delete current character

Erase current 1 1ne

Erase the orevlous line

Delete next occurrence of the text

Delete nth occurrence of text
Search recoras upwards and delete the text

2.4.1.1
2.4.1.2
2.4,U3
2.4.1,4

2.4.1.4

2.4.1.5

Insertion Commands

I; text;
Z; t ex t;

Insert a blank

Insert the text string
Insert a new record

2.4.2.1
2.4.2.2
2.4.2.3

Exchange Commands

%

X

'^X

Swap character with next

Swap character with previous

Exchange current record with the next
Exchange current record with prior record

Replacement Commands

A;text;

; tex t;

G

Replace character with a space

Replace text with blanks
Search upwards and replace text with blanks

Split line Into two at pointer position

Execution Reauests

*/MABEL/

K; name;

KJ J

2.4.3.1
2.4.3.2
2.4.3.3
2.4.3.4

2.4,4,1
2.4,4,2.
2.4.4.3
2.4.4.4

Execute the habEL short reauest 2,5,1
Execute RA doc, on CYBER and copy the o/p 2,5,2,1
Again request outout from previous K command 2,5,2,2

Search Modifying Commands

nw

oN

aN

\S ? t ex t;
S 1 \ j

\o;\;
s;•,• • 1

Restrict search to first n columnsof records 2,6,2,1
Search from column n of each record 2,6,2,2

Restrict the next search to current line 2,6.2,3
Ignore blanks In search 2,6,2.4
Search for first non«-blank character 2,6,2,4
Search for \ - 2.6,2,4
\  In string wi l l match any character 2,6,2,4



Box Comfpancfs

nHj st ri ngj Store character string in box n 2.7.1,1
nH j > Clear box n 2,7,3,1
in Clear al l boxes 2.7,3.2
n< Store current line in box n 2.7,1.2
n> Replace current line oy oox n 2.7.2,2
n$ Execute contents of box n 2,7.2,1
X *n' Use box n as text for tne chosen command# x 2,7.2,3
X 'state' Use state n as text for the chosen command 2,7,2.4
X^0* Type text for command x on TTY 2,7,2,3
?// Display contents of al l boxes 2,9,2,3
?'n' Display contents of box n 2.9,2,2

Reserved words - BCD

*EOS

*EOP

*EFF

♦ EOJ-

*BOP

♦ END
*srp

*tOF

*HD

*FT

CY3ER end"oY«»sect<on reccd
CYBER end^of-partit<on Pecora
CY8EP ^ »*ee-f o rm-f ) ag delimiter
3600 end-of"file record

- ASCII
Beginning of paragraph mode
End of paragraph mode

Stop printing until user types a line
Page eject
Lines down to *ENjO form a page header
Lines down to *EnD form a page footing

2.8.1.3
2« 8 ̂ 1.3
2.8.1.^

3.2.1
3.2.6

1.2.2
3.2.3
3,2.a
3.2.5

Reserved words - Status Determination

DATE

time

SIZE

LINE

COLM

CODE

EDIT

STOP

ASCII Printing

Determine the date in the form dd/mm/yy 2.8,2.1
Determine the time in the form hhmmss 2.8.2.2
Determine no. of records in the workspace 2.8.2.3
Determine the record no, of current record 2.8,2.4
Determine column no, of pointer position 2.8,2.5
Determine current charge*code in use 2.8,2.6
Determine edition no. of last doc. copied 2,8.2,7
Determine value of x as set bv x. command 2.8.2.8

'nP

^'nP
+m'nP

Print n l ines of formatted text
As above with character justification
As above with continuous Pagination

3.4.2
3.4.3
3.4.4
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1, OVERVIEW

191 Int roduc t ion

TEO is s console orogram (DAD Manual Cht23»2b) usec for
pfogran development or for general text editing of documents

stored on tHe document region. COR) of the CSIRO 3600
computer. The documents shouVc consist of one or more

records where each record contains up to 160 characters
coded in BCD or ASCII coae, TEO is commonly the main link
between the interactive system and the user, and can be

accessed from any teletype^l ike device attached to the
CSIRONET system (e,Q, ASR and KSR teletypes, the COC 713»
Tektronix storage osci 1 1oscopes^ etc.), however users of
DD2l0*s should use its predecessor, FRED,

TED is logged into from a console by typing

charge-code,TED (LF)

directly after the colon, (LF) refers to l ine-feed, TED
repl ies with the time and date, the l ine TED x,y ® where K,y
is the edition number of TED, tnen a colon on the next
l ine. The printing of the colon tel ls the user that TEO is
waiting for a command. If he types in a command or command
string fol lowed by (LF) TEO wi l l execute the commands, type
out any necessary or required l ines, then finish with a
colon to show that it is ready for a new command.

The user does not directly edit a document stored on
OR, Instead he must request that the document be copied
from the document region (OR) of the 3600 disc to a random

access (RA) area on the drum •• referred to as the users
workspace. It is this copy which is edited • the original
is unaffected. Thus the request C/TEST/ would copy a users
document cal led TEST to h<s workspace area; he may then
alter this copy and final ly make the resultant document into
a  mew 3600 oocument - e,g, the command M/TEST2/ woulo copy
the contents of tre workspace area back onto the DR of the
disc with a name TEST2, This document could later be
accessed in a simHar way,

Botw 3606 ang CYBER 7o Jobs can be prepared or edited,
tne Job executed and the output examined without Jogging out
of TEO, when t^e user ooes log out of TED - via the Q
command - or when he copies a oocument to the workspace then
al l the previous contents of his workspace are lost. The
workspace contents can be irreparably damaged or lost by a
careless commano or an unexpected 3660 shutdown. Hence it
is recommenged that the user guard against serious losses by
making the workspace into a 3600 document once every 20-30
minutes whi lst logged into TED,
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For a more detai led explanation of general concepts
such as documents# disc# RA areas# etCo other CSIRO
publications should be consulted# ifO, "Introduction to the
DAD system''^ "Consoles and the DAD system"# and the "DAD
Manual"»

Command Structure

Document editing is performed using commands rather
than directly typing corrections into a document, Commands
are all of the form#

where

n s

mnc or mncjtextj

an optional integer (whose meaning varies with the

command),

m s an optional modifier (whose meaning varies with
the command) - modifiers are *(ud arrow)# '(duote)
or \(backslash),

c  5» a single character representing a required
command.

text = eny string of characters e,Qo a document name# a
charge code# a string of text# a number etc. The
text string is mandatory for some commands and
meaningless for all other commands,

j  s a text delimiter. Del imiters can either be i or '
or / , The three are equivalent; a choice is
given to permit delimiters to be included in the
teat string, A fourth delimiter ' is used in
special cases* Strings must be started and ended
by the same delimiter.

e,go a oermissable command is

2D;*eOUlPi

which says delete the second occurrence of the word *equip ••
no modifier was used* The positions of modifiers and the
integer a^e general ly interchangeab1e. however more
commonly the optional integer and modifier are not used.

On terminals which contain both upper and lower case
letters any command or text string can be typed in using
either lower or uPper case letters provided the terminal is
in the normal mode# i,e, BCD mode •• the default option
(section 1,7*1), However in special cases (e,g.
documentation) ASCII mode (section 1,7*1) must be used and
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1.3

then lower ease text characters are

caset

Commanci Strings

not mapped onto upper

A command string consists of several commands all typed
on the one Hnet The string Is terminated by a Hne»feed
CLF)f The command string Is then sent to the 3600 where It
Is Interpreted (by TED) and executed# one command at a time#
In order from left to right#

If an error Is detected -In the command string then '^(up
arrow) Is typed beneath the command In error and a
diagnostic message Is given# All commands to the left of
the error would have been executed# and all to the right •
plus the detected error •• Ignored.

Commands may be nested In parentheses • any missing
right parenthesis Is assumed to be present at the end of the
Input line# An unmatched right parenthesis# or a blank
(other than In a text string) Is Interpreted as the end of
the command string. Any characters to the right are
Ignored# An Integer Immediately preceding the left
parenthesis Is always a repetition factor for the enclosed
command string#

0. g.
(a) 2D/END/ delete the second occurrence of END
(b) 2(D/END/) delete the next two occurences of END
(C) D/READ/I/WRITE/D|b0>Il6U

In (a) the number 2 Is a modifier which has a special
significance to the D command#

In (b) 2 Is merely a general repetition count which
causes the contents of the parentheses to be executed twice#

In (c) the command string requests that the next
occurrence of READ In the workspace be deleted and (If
successful) the word WRITE be Inserted In Its place# then
the next occurrence of the number 60 be deleted and the
number 61 be Inserted In Its place#

The situation of an unsuccessful search Is discussed
later (section 2#3#2)
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Ib^ The Po< atep

Al l tevt ecHtlpg TED *1 s perfopmed pelat^ve to an
<ntepnal (invisible) pointer which can point to any column
of any recopo In the wopkspacfti The pointer Is Initially at
column 1 of record 1 of the aocumenta However It la moved
by any commano which searches for a te«t string^ or by a
number of general pointer commends of the form mnc# Thus J
moves the pointer to the start of the record# 3F moves It
three records forward# 8 . moves It one record back# etc®
(refer section The pointer position can be
determined by various statuswdetermin1ng commands desclbed
In sections SodaS and 289o2B<ia

Alternatively the user may get the contents of the
current reeerd printed out as a final reply to the commend
string; this Is often done aa a default or can be done by
the P command at the end of the command string# Then typing
only a Hnewfeed after the colon results In an up®arrow
being prlntedg This points to the column at which the
pointer resldesa Successive l ine®feeds repeat the printing
of the pointer position whereas typing blank then 11ne"»feed
causes the current record to be output^
e 9 g 8

gS/IT/P search for neat occurrence of IT and print
WRITE (61#i0e) A

SCUF)

In this eaemple the P command (to cause one l ine of
output) Is unnecessary as printing would occur by default#
Note that TED is very 1 11era 1 *»m1 noed It searched for the
string IT# not the word ITi If the user then requested that
the ne«t occurrence of #100 be deleted (via D/#100/) then
the pointer would# after the deletion# move to the right
parenthesise If an insertion was then done (ea9,1/#200/)
then #200 would be placed where the #100 waSo The pointer
would sti l l point to the right parenthesis,

IfS Display of workspace
s»Si9a>oc9aaB(pc0eaooB^C9CBO&#c9GB

leS.l nP PRINT

A command string which operates on the users workspace
usual ly results In the display of at least part of one
record of the documento If nP is absent from the command
string then the record printed Is taken from the record at

which the pointer ends, The command nP at any stage in the

o
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command string asks that n records of the document be
printed ^ starting from the current record. The pointer
position Is unaffected by this command, Several nP commands
may exist In the one command string.

Most terminals can only print about 80 characters per
l ine although up to 160 characters may 'be supplied to the
console by TED. To allow for this two features have been
Incorporated » truncation and windowing. The first Is a
user option, the second Is automatic and mandatory,

(a)T runcat1 on

^■5,2 X. where x Is a number from 1^160 causes any reply
from TED to the user to be restricted to (x-»l) characters
per line. Any excess characters are not printed. At log»1n
time x=0f this removes any restr1ct1ons, Once the value of
X  Is set It remains set until another x. command Is used or
until the user logs out of TED.

(b) windowing

If, when a print command Is requested, the pointer Is
In column 1-20 of the current record then the output lines
are printed normally •• no windowing occurs.

If the pointer Is In column 2l-»l60 then the output
lines are printed such that, If the pointer points to column
c  of a record, then the output line Is shifted c»»20
positions left. The line Is output with the character that
was In column C'»20 printed In column I on the output device;
the pointer Is therefore at the character printed In the
20th column,
e.g.

Jjp move pointer to column 1 and print
THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG.
;30, restrict output to 29 characters
THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPED OV
J35R move pointer 35 positions to right
FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY DOG.
S(LF) display the pointer position

Note that although the pointer was' moved 35 positions
to the right (thus to column 36) the output line was only
shifted 16 Places to the left (I.e. 36-»20 positions). Had
5  lines been printed, then all five would have lost the
first 15 characters of the record. Note also that the
command 30, had no print command In It but still caused one
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Hne of output to be printed (see section

1|6 Boxes

Instruction strings or text strings which way be used
frequently can be stored in reserved regions caHed boxes.

Each box is numbered ana the contents of the box can be

accessed at any time by using the box nuwbert Thus the
instruction I'2' would insert the contents of box 2 in the

current line whereas 1/2/ would merely insert the number 2,
The instruction 1$ requests that the contents of box I be
used as a command string and executed. These and other
features (discussed in section 2,7) make boxes an extremely
powerful facility.

1,7 Modes

1,7,1 Text modes

Characters are usually handled on the i6B0 by giving
each character an octal code and then packing these octal
numbers together into aa-bit words. Two main codes are
used,

(a) BCD

This is the standard code that the 36B0 uses for
character handling. Each character is coded as a 6-bit
number and packed 6 characters per computer word, The 6^
possible numbers in a 6-bit byte each represent one
character in the CSIKO 6<J-chdracter set. This code is the
standard default used for storing documents arising from
Hollerith card input^ paper-tape input, console programs, or
running jobs,

TED assumes al l documents are in BCD mode unless the

user directly specifies that- he wishes to change modes
(i,e, via the commend ^Cjname;)

(b) ASCII

In this mode characters are stored as 12-bit numbers -
U  characters to a 3600 wora. This allows many extra
characters to be coded, including lower case letters.
However all non-printing characters (except backspace and
horizontal tab) are deleted from any command string sent to
TED and from any document copied by TED, ASCII documents
can be input from binary cards, from paper-tape or from a

r)
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teletype^ however most teletypes do mot have a full ASCII
set of graphic characters. In all cases the user must take
special precautions to ensure that the ASCII document Is not
treated as BCD# or converted to BCD (refer DAD manual).

ASCII documents cannot be run as Jobs on the 3600 or
CYBER 76 computers# although they can be used as data for
jobs which arc set up to handle ASCII characters. More
commonly# they are used by TED for preparing documentation#
letters# reports# etc# These documents are usually directly
output to an ASCII printing device# such as an ASCII
line-printer or the IBM 2741 ■ typewr1ter In Cenberra.

Many special features have been Incorporated In TED In
order to allow flexible formatting of documents. These
features are discussed In Chapter 3,

1,7,2 Command modes

(a) Normal

Many of the TED commands reauire text strings as
arguments, In the normal mode these strings are delimited
by either / or > or 1, The'special delimiter ' may also be
used when accessing boxes Cor special reserved words).
However If the user wishes to use some single characters as
text# then he may switch from normal mode to relaxed mode,

Cb) Relaxed

1.7.2.1 RELAXED MODE ON

This Is entered via any of the three commands ̂ /# or
In this mode delimited text strings may have a

different format. They can be replaced by just a single
character. Thus If TED expects a text delimiter and does
not find one It uses the next character after the command as
the text string. Once entered relaxed mode remains switched
on until a command Is given to turn It off,

1.7.2.2 / or > or i RELAXED MODE OFF

Relaxed moae Is turned off when a / or ; or J is
encountered as a command. Encountering these as delimiters

'  does not turn the mode back to normal,
e,g,# the command string

-^/CAPSIZEl
would turn on relaxed mode C"^/)# copy a document called A
CCA)# print the first line of the document CP)# search for
the first occurrence of the letter I CSD# Insert a line
containing only the letter E CZE)# and then switch the user
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back to nopwa] fnoae (J),

l#0 Teletype Commands

I • 8# I IrOca 1 Ed< t i HQ

that ^hc "can ^use to^morilfu aeveral commandsne can use to modify ^nput and output strlnoQ Tkao^

ler'a^air^and TJ T »e'etyPe-Hke device (except the

jI ^2^. eo.puUr'':: ::rcr:rt ^ ir:tt«::rThe 3600 is completely unewaee of thiT edUing FuJtf):
details are given in Chapter 32,3,2 of the DAD manSll,

(a) Input
o 9 CP a> ea cs o (o o

eharaeter!"""^ *"4" character by O^narocop^ IP a PDP-U buffer area untn the use»*
Hne-feed, This action sends the full record t! rnl
computer. The user may alter the line a^Jt is hadn ?
Of IT ASCII mode then elch Ssagethese commands must be preceded by a OLE or CTRL/P
thr'mr' X ® "'TAtlo CTRL/P means that on some teletypes

It8,l,l BKLl, CCTRL/G)

Removes the last character stored <n the PDP-pU buffer

118.1.2 CR (carriage return)

eurren?'"inr'?rom hT'iif .Y
ner^i'^er' anrrecommlnce 'a

1.8.1.3 VT (CTRL/K)

PDP-u'inpurbuHer:'""' the
(b) Output
OCgQJCOChQIOOOES



1.6.1.4 CR

atel y discard the remainder of the current record
being output.

1.6.2 Interrupt

Two commands may be used to Interrupt the 3600 computer
at any time.

1.6.2.1 DIE A (CTRL/P A)

Interrupt the 3600 and stop It processlng .the present
command. This can be used to Interrupt a long loop
e.g. •CS/A/Jp)

1.6.2.2 OLE T (CTRL/P T)

^  Interrupt the execution of the present command and log
out of the program, This command can be used Instead of Q.
or when the program Is stuck In a loop. If done whilst
performing a MABEL short reaviest (section 2,b,l) the user Is
logged out of the MABEL region and returned to TED,
Otherwise he Is logged out of TED and returned to MABEL 1
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Summary of Basic TED Commands

COMMAND

C/doc/

M/doc/

K/doc/

K//

D/text/

S/text/
Z/text/
♦
m

0

J

1
R

B

F

E

Q

TED contains several dozen different commands which
allow the user great power in manipulating doeumentSt
However the beginner can manage quite well with oniy a small
sub^set of these instruetionS| A summary of the most common
ones are given below# along with the section in which they
are fully explaineo# Modifiers are not included as for most
cases they are unnecessary#

MEANING SECTION

Copy the named 3600 document to the workspace
Make the TED workspace into a new 3600 document
Make the workspace into a 3600 document# run It
as a CYBER Job# copy result back onto workspace#
Extend wait time for another minute
Delete the next occurrence of the text string
Insert the text at current pointer position
Search for the next occurrence of the text string
Insert a new line after current line#
Insert a blank character at pointer position
Delete the next character
Move pointer to start of document
Move pointer to start of current record
Move pointer one position left#
Move pointer one position right
Move pointer one record back
Move pointer one record forward
Erase the current 1ine
Log out of TED

2.1.1
2.1.2

2.5,2.1
2.5,2,1
2#a,i,a
2,a,2,2
2.3,2.1
2.a,2.3
2.4,2,1
2.4.1.1
2.3.1# 1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.4
2.3.1.5
2.3.1.6
2.3.1.7
2.4,1.2
2,6,1.1

In the above commands doc is any 3600 document name
and text is any string of text. The modifer# n# where n is
an integer can be used before any command. For al l except
the first four commands it is merely a repeat factor,

O
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2. COMMANDS

2,1 Document Commands

The pr^me funct<on of TED is to prepare new documents *•
generaUy by modifying copies of existing documents. This
means several document manipulation commands are required.
These are all of the form

mnc1 name;

where name is a 1-8 character name of a 3600 document#
m  is a modifier (generally absent)# c is the command and n
Is a number (general ly absent) which specifies the edition
number of the document in question. If n is absent then any
command which references a document will reference the
highest edition number# and any command which makes a new
document wil l give it an edition number one higher than the
previous highest,

2,1,1 nCinamei COPY

Edition n of the named document is copied from the 3600
document region to the workspace, If n is absent the
highest edition is copied, The copy can then be edited
without affecting the original document. The document
should

(a) be in BCD/binary mode
(b) contain no more than 160 characters per record
(c) be less than 100 sectors long (1 sector s256
iiS^bit words i,e, 20ii8 BCD characters or 1024 ASCII
charaeters)

The C command# if successfully obeyed# clears the
previous contents of the workspace. If this was an ASCII
document (i,e, the terminal was in ASCII mode) then the
terminal would be switched to BCD mode and any further
commands in the string ignored. No other command causes
this swi tch.

Thus ICjJOBA; wil l copy edition X of a document called
JOBA onto the workspace - JOBA having previously been stored
on the document region (DR) under the users charge-code,

Relocatable binary documents may becopied using this
command# although any printed lines will be meaningless.
Absolute binary documents should not however as they have a
record length greater than 20 computer words and truncation
of records wil l occur.
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2^ 1 a 2 nM;name; MAKE

Th<s command copies the contents of the users workspace
back to the 3600 disc COR region) and labels it as edition n
of the document with the chosen name. If n is absent the
edition number is one higher than the previous highest
edition with the same name and charge^code. The mode of the
document • BCD# binary# or ASCII • is preserved.

The MAKE command in no way affects the workspace
document or the pointer positioni further editing of the
workspace may continue. The' contents of the users workspace
are irretrieVeb1y lost whenever one cooies another document
with the C command or whenever one logs out of TED,
® 19#

If the highest edition of a document called JOBA is edition
2 then the instruction

C/JOBA/M/JOBA/

would copy edition 2 onto the workspace and then copy it
back to disc as a new document • edition 3 of JOBA, The
workspace copy and edition 2 woula both still exist,

2.1.3 nVjnamei INSERT

The named 3600 document is copied to the workspace
where it is inserted in the current RA document# record by
record# immediately after the current record. At the end of
the operation the pointer is in column 1 of the last record
to be inserted. The command is inefficient especially if
one wishes to insert large documents as each record must be
inserted one at a time and TED requires about twice the
workspace of the document being inserted. Where possible it
is better to concatenate documents using the # and &
commands,

2.1.4 n&;name; ADD

This command must be preceded by a # command in the
same command string. It causes the named document (edition
n) to be added to the new document being created as a result
of the ^ command, The & command allows many small documents
to be concatenated into one large document (999 sectors
maximum). Record lengths are no longer restricted to 160
characters; hence absolute binary documents can be copied
using this command.

2.1.5 nA;name; CREATE

This creates a new 3600 document (with the name



specified) out of ppevlous
workspace area# op both?
pest of the command stringo

2/

3600 documents? parts of the
depending on the contents of the

Ca) The remaining instruction string may request that
the pointer be moved throughout the workspace and
various l ines be printed (using nP or ? commands)* Any
such l ines wi l l? insteaa of being printed? be added
onto the end of the document being created. The
command thus al lows the user to select any parts of his
workspace document and string them together to create a
new document. Note that this new document wil l be
precisely what would have- been printed - including any
effects due to truncation and winoowinQa Hence it is
recommended that users place a J command before each P
command

Cb) The remaining instruction string may have one or
more itsname? reaueats in it. This wi ll cause the
document so named to be added to the end of the
document being created.

® t 9 #

C/EQUIP/»/J0bA/J6P&/P0HTf<AN/3&/0ATA/

This string copies a job cal led EQUIP onto the workspace?
and creates? on DP? a new document? JOBA? consisting of tne
first si8 recoros from EQUIP? then the OR document FORTRAN?
then the Of document OATA (edition 3)* The workspace copy
of EQUIP remains unaffected with the pointer in column 1 of
record 1,

The instruction string

#/DOC 1/6./00C 1/8./OOC2/

would concatenate the two highest editions of OOCl and 00C2
and re-form the result as a higher edition of DQCl, The
workspace area is unaffected and completion of the
instruction string is indicated by a colon.

The *f command is not completed unti l the entire test
string has been processed or the command ti// is
encountered. Thus one should not have two #/name/ commands
in the one string? nor refer to the document being created
until a later string unless «// is used*

2,1,6 n//

This causes a preceding #/name/ command in the same
command string to be completeo* NormaMy it would not be
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completed until the end of the commend strlng.Thus the

^/DOC1/012P^/DOC2/I2F12P

although acceptable to TED would not create two
command »/D0C2/ would be ignored,

However the co«ifpand string •

F/OOC l/012PP//^/D0C2/12K12P
Is quite acceptable and will create two new documents.

2|il»7 'nC;name; ASCII COPY

successful copies an ASCII document

.! «<"-Jspaee area. If the teletype was in BCD modethen tne mode is changed, any further commands in the strinq

CDPIED^'^tn??,^ up-arrow, then DOCUMENT
.k i lu by line-feed; if the mode was already ASCII
funthe^ document is printed and anyfurther commands in the string are obeyed. A similar
behaviour occurs when switching bacK to BCD mode via the
C;namei command -i.e., further commands in the string are
ignored, ^

2fU6 n^jnamej SAVE BOXES

The present contents of the users boxes (8ect<on 2«75

the bo^n"^arr (edition n). The contents of
ennta?-! f °«''e;;h<8e unaffected. The document formedcontains two records per bos, an identification record and a

box I'enoth* in 'w J '"t i on record contains the
mnrtif fn o " Characters, the text records should not bemodified. Pairs of records may be deleted from the
document,

If the number n is absent from the command the edition
number of the new document is one higher than the previous
maximum^

On some teletypes ) is typed via SnlFT/M. This can be
mnemonic M for MAKE since a 3600 document

^tl,9 n[>namej REPLACE BOXES

The contents of boxes which have been saveo via the ]

nu!h!na wrw ''® -"eplaced by the £ command. If the boxnumbers which were saved are different from those currently
in use then additional boxes wil l be created. If they are
the same as existing boxes then the contents of the boxes
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2, 1, 10

2,1,11
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>*11 1 be replaced and tHe old contents lostt

On some teletypes [ Is typed via SHIFT/K, This can be
remembered by the mnemonic K for copy.

Uic,c,| SET CHARGE-CODE

This command al lo>*s documents of other users to be
accessed. If any commands following this but In the same
command string refer to a 3600 document then TED assumes the
document Is under the charge-code specified In the U command
rather than the charge-code used to log Into TED,
© t 91

U/CBC*****/C^RIOTGEN;

would copy the document RIOTGEN from under the CBC*****
charge-code

The 3600 DAD system does not al low a user to create a
document under another persons charge-code. Hence the
commands M, u, and ] cannot be used unless the document ^
made under the charge-code of the user. Thus If the us^
logs Into TED under the charge-code CBCCS*XA then the
command

U/CBC*****/CiTOTEGENiMjTOTEGEN;

Is I l legal, However the fol lowing is legal

U/CBC*****/C/TOTEGfcN/U/CBCCS*XA/H/NEHDOC/

This last Instuctlon copies the document TOTEGEN from
under the CBC***** charge-code and makes It Into a new
document NEwDOC under his own charge-code.
This could also be achieved In the following two ways

(a) • U/CBC*****/CjTOTEGENj first copy document
:M/NEi^DOC/ now make It

(b) I NEHDOC/U/CBC *****/8,/TOTEGEN/

Al l three cases copy the CBC***** document TOTEGEN onto
the 3600 document region and under the users charge-code.
In the first two cases the users worKSpace Is overwritten by
TOTEGEN, In the third case C1,e,(b)) the users workspace
and the pointer position are unaffected.

U;; PESET ChARGE-CODE

This causes the charge-code to be reset to that of the
user. Thus If the command Ujc,c,? occurs on a line the user
can revert to his own charge-code via the command U;?, This
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useful when using TED boxes to simulate a
console prcqrana "inuiote a

2,2 i^riting on the wopkspace

altepin^fh?. copying a document to the workspace andtep^nq this with connands the user may directly tvoe in

n'^mr?'. T° r® using the rese ^d documentname '?• in conjunction with the C or V commands

#

2,2,1 rj?j

repl ierwit^'""'*"® command in a command string TtD
TYPE IN A DOCUMENT

then a colony The user can then directly type in his

?CR"rFl rJ'"' by l ine. Each l ine is ended by typing UF, or
peanh < fk ^Or a colon to indicate that TED isready for the next l ine.

In this mooe of opepatlon the fol lowing apply^

complrtio(''''u,kr''"rr' '*'®' ^^e a, command
orfCpiiF . Tk ! ! replies to a colon with only (LF)CCK LM, the pointer is then positioned at column I of
record 1 of the new document. Any further commands In the
command string are then executed,

tb) The document cannot be ended by a l ine-feed until at
least one record has been entered In it,

® blank line at least one blank charactermust be typed before typing l lne^feed,
Reserved character strings,e,g, *EOS, wEOP, *EOF,

*FFF may be used (section 2,6,1),
Ce) Tabs nay be useo (see section 2,6,1)
cn The previous contents of the users workspace is lost

If the copy commano changes the mooe from ASCII to BCD
then at the end of the document TED wi l l reply with

'DOCUMENT COPIED'
'be copy command will be the last command

executed in the command string. An example of the copy
command Is given in chapter <1,

2.2,2 'Cy?j

This commano al lows an ASCII document
directly onto the workspace. The above
except

(1) TED repl ies with
enter ASCII DOCUMEtfT

to be typed In
conditions apply
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C2) Reserved words# which may be used# are *80P# *fc.ND#
*STP# *HD# *FT# *tQF (section 3,2)#

2.2.3 V;?;

The commana is the same as the C/?/ command except that
it does not lose the current contents of the workspace.
Instead the Hnes typed are inserted as records from the
current pointer position. The mode of the document is
maintained however, Thus ASCII records are inserted in
ASCII documents and BCD records in BCD documents. It is not
possible to mix modes. Upon exiting from the command tne
pointer is positioned at ' column I of the last record
i nserted.

2.3 Pointer Manipulation Commands

These commands allow the pointer to be moved throughout
the workspace without altering the actual contents of the
document. In each case the number n before the command is
merely a repetition factor# e.g.# 5Fs3P2F3FFFFF

Pointer cormands ape as follows

2.3.1 General

2.3.1.1 0 ORIGIN

Return the pointer to column one in record one of the
workspace document,

2.3.1.2 J JUSTIFY

Move the pointer to column 1 of the current record.

2.3.1.3 "J

Move the pointer to the end of the record. The records
are stored as 3600 word images with the last word of each
record being blank filled if necessary. Hence BCD records
are stored as multiples of 6 characters and ASCII l ines aa
multiples of The "J command moves the pointer to the
last 3600 word boundary. This is not necessarily the last
non-blank character in the line,

2.3.l.« L LfcFT
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Hove the pointer one colufnn left in the current
record. If the pointer is in column I the command is
i qnoredt

R  RIGHT

Move the pointer one column right in the current line.
If -the pointer is in column 160 the commano is ignored. The
pointer may be movea beyond the end of the current record
however,

2.3.1.6 & BACK

Move the pointer back one record. The current column
position is unaltered. If the pointer is in record one the
command is ignored,

2.3.1.7 F FORWARD

Move the pointer forward one record. The current
column position remains unaltered. If the pointer is at the ̂
last record the command is ignored,

2.3,2 Specific the search command

2t3.2,l Sitext; SEARCH

Search forward for the next occurrence of the text
string. If this string is founds the pointer will be
positioned immediately after the last character in the
string. Note

(1) Searching starts from the current pointer position
to the end of the current record and then continues on from
column 1 of the next# and so forth# until the string is
found,

(2) The object text string (i,e, the one searched for)
must be contained within one record,

(3) If the search fai ls then the pointer will be
positioned at column one of the last record in the document
and al l subsequent commands ignored unless the search
command is preceded by the modifier 6N (section 2,6,2)# or
unless it is within parentheses.

In this last case all subsequent commands up to the
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I" - It .op'ie. !ottS, D, A) whfeh search for te*t strings eoirnancls
® t 9t ' •

If the text string QhERTr Ooes not exlsr 4-
workspace then the comirana string

0(S/OWEftTY/JP(FV/?/)S/l00)/jp)3p

c'^ianSr ip'"r °:v"'Livr' ®"necessarily the next right parenthes^l? ar"®'?""'®®*®
parentheses w<th<n tt^^t Ignored. Any
process, ^ strings are Ignoreo In this matching

oeeurrenerof the^t^rstHngf* searches for the nth

2.3.2.2 fSjtexti SEARCH BACK

Each record (fncluolna %
fhon. left to right exactly as In thrcs8e''of thl's ®®®''®''®<'
However If the search fells on I-! f ® conmano,
recommences from column i nf »k ? record then it

ir :;"r ;;!^:£:F;£ ;
parenthesis or end of string are then Ignored^

Th<s -f wodHier tnooH^es the
81IP1 1 ar way. ano A commands <n

2.« Text Ed^tfng Commands

De1et<on commands

2.^,1.1 - REMOVE

noJ'':oJed
pointer are moved one space left ®'"®'*®'"® ''<9*'t of the

•

»JR Justify and print
PRINT,100,alpha.BETA#CX#0
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2.a,U2 t EHASE

E.rase the current record. The pointer is moved to the
COrresponding column of the next record. •£ erases all
following records including the current record provided it
is not the first record. It is impossible to remove all
records in the wor^cspace.

fE Ei^ASE BACKWARDS

Erase the previous record in the document. The pointer is
unaltered. t^E or efE will erase all records prior to the
current one.

2,a,ua D;text; DELETE

Search for the object character string and delete it. This
command behaves exactly as the search command does except
that it deletes the string. Thus the pointer is positioned
immediately after the matched character string. nOitextf
deletes the nth occurrence only of the text string

2,4.1.5 +Djtext;

As for ^Sjtexti except the text when found is deleted.

2,4,2 Insertion commands

with these commands the "f" modifier has no significance
except when it is used in the form -f/, etc,# to set relaxed
mode. The number n immediately before an insertion command
is always a reoetition factor# and causes the instruction to
be repeated n times.

2.4.2.1 + insert blank

A blank is inserted in the line Just before the current
pointer position. All characters to the right are moved one
position right. The pointer also moves one position right.
This has the same effect as the command 1/ /.

2.4.2.2 Ijtext; INSERT

Insert the object text string in the current record
Just before the current pointer position, The current
character, the pointer and all characters in the record
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are riqHt of the pointer are all shifted sufficient
columns right to allow the object text to fit in the line.
Thus the pointer is positioned to the right of the last
character inserted. Characters shifted oast column 160 are
lost,

e,g.

jP print current line
F0RMAT(6H RtSULTlfl^)

f(UF) display current pointer position
■f

:I/3H AS,/ Insert 3m A
T(8H RESULT:,3H As,14)
:CLF) (note windowing effect on output)

:JP print the full line - no windowing,
1000 F0RMAT(8H RESULT:,5H As,14)

2,4.2,3 Zjtextj insert RECORD

The text string is inserted as a new record. The
pointer wi l l be moved to column one just prior to the insert
and wil l eno up positioned Just after the last character of
the inserted string when the insertion is complete,

e»g8
:J2P print next two l ines
1  READ (60,100) A,8,C

WRITE (61,200) A,B,C,D,E,F
xl/ READ (60,110) D,E,F/&J3P
1  READ (60,100) A,6,C

READ (60,110) D,e,F
•^RITE (61,200) A,B,C,D,E,F

2,4,3 Exchange comn^anns

2,4,3,1 % SWAP characters

The current character is interchanged with the
character on its immediate right. The pointer is moved one
character to the right, i,e,, it follows the character,
e, g,

Suppose the command S/B/ produced
ABCDE

then the command 2% would produce the result
ABDEC

with the pointer stil l at C, Note that the S/B/ command
resulted in the pointer ending at the letter C,
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2.4,3.2 t% Swap left

Intepchanges the cuppent character w^th the one on the
left. The pointer is fftovcd one colunn to the left Ci.e. it
followe the character),
e.g.

: JP

ABCDEh

s3%

BCOAEF

S(LF) display poi nter -posi t i on

S^2X
BACDEF

S (LF)

4^

2.4.3.3 X EXCHANGE

EKchange the current record with the one following it,
The pointer is moved forward Ci.e, follows the record).
The column positon of the poin'ter is not changed. If the
pointer is at the last record of the document# the command
is ignored,

e.g.

:J2P print the nest two lines
THIS IS initially THE FIRST LINE
AND THIS IS THE SECOND,

8XB2P

AND THIS IS THE SECOND.
THIS IS INITIALLY THE FIRST LINE

The command nX moves a record down n lines or to the
end of the document# whichever comes first. If one of the
records swapped is a binary record then the X command can
cause a change of mode to BCD, Hence binary end*of-section
records should not be exchanged.

2.4.3.4 4^X exchange up

Exchange the current record with the one preceding it.
The pointer moves with the record. Hence the command.
IBX'^'iBX would have no nett effect# unless there are less
than ten l ines to the end of the document,

2,4.4 Replacement commands
COe9a9(9CDC9CDQSnCSIGSCiC3e300PeSCOC9PC9
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2.a,a,I Y wiPt

Replace the current character vitb a apacet The
pointer is noved one colufnn to the right# Hence 6Y would
relace the next six characters with a space
e#Ot

tS/1,00 /
1«00 1#01 2#00 3#00
lav

1#00 2900 3t00
:(UF)

2t49«t2 Ajtextl ANNIHILATE

Search for the object character string and replace each
character with a spacet The pointer will be iitinediately to
the right of the last character blanked out#

nA/text/ searches for and blanks out the nth occurrence
of the text whereas nCA/text/) searches for and blanks out
the next n occurrences of the text#

^Ajtextj

Search upwards (as in the tSftext? command * section
2939292) and replace the text with spaces.

G  GROW

The current record is split into two at the pointer
po8ition9 All characters to the left of the pointer remain
in the first records and the others are moved into a second
record# The pointer finishes positioned at column X of the
second record# 190## at the same character as before the G
commandf 099#

jJP print current line
1000 FORMAT C12H SIZE OF A s#I4# 7H METRE.)
2S/S9/G54IJ*)B2P Split the current line into two
1000 FORMAT (12H SIZE UF A a,

*14# 7H METRE.)

ZtS Execution Requests

29591 MABEL short requests
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MABEL Short requests CDAD Manual Ch«2it2) are simple
requests which may be made from a console without , logging
Into a console program. They are handled by a special
console program MABEL which normally handles requests made
when users aren't logged Into a console program, TED allows
these requests to be made without having to log out. The
requests are all of the form

*/MABEL request/
and may appear In commands strings
command. Permissible MABEL requests are
each case the charge-code field may
charge-code used is that of the user.

11ke any other T£D
1 1sted below. In
be empty; then the

In the first four

requests the charge-code# , if present# must be the same as
that used to log into TED,
*/BK»c,c,#id/ Enter a request for the named 3600

document to be broken ' in and run on the 3600, ,

*/CY#c,c,#id/ Enter a request for the
document to be run on the CYBER 76,

named 3600

*/EX#c,c,#1d#t#q/ Enter a request for the named 3600
document to be rub on the 3600 as a t minute Job
w1th prior 1ty q,

w/DL#c,c,#1d#ed/ Delete edition# ed# of the named 3600
document from the document region (DR),

*/LC#c,c.#1d#ed#SVnn/ Locate edition# ed# of
3600 document and save It for nn days,

*/LP#c,c,#id#ed#dest#SVnn#nC/
be line pr1nted.

the named

Request that the document

the document*/PL#c«c,#id#ed#dest#Synn#nC/ Request that
be plotted on the small plotter,

*/PB#c,c,»id#ed#dest#SVnn#nC/ Request that the document
be plotted on the large plottery

*/CP# c,c,# i d# ed# dest # SVnn# nC/
be card punched,

*/TP#c#c,# id#ed#dest#SVnn#nC/
be paper-tape punched.

Request that the document

Request that the document

Several of the above fields may be missing# Ignored# or
In different order (Refer to the DAD manual).

e,g, ^
*/LP» #Aa0,ME8#SV3/

requests that the latest edition of the users document# A40#
be output on the Melbourne line-printer and also sawed as a
3600 document for the next three days.
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*/EX##JOBA^3#QI/
requests that the users document# JOBA# be placed on the
execution list# EL0B1# although It Is to be a three minute
Job

Note that LOGIN (L6J Is not a valid MABEL request from
within TEDI

2tda2 Breakin request
9 * • w «i • Mi w M • w w «i at

The *CY MABEL short request has been combined with C
and M commands In order to allow the user a simpler way of
running jobst

2»592,1 K/name/ kybER

The users workspace Is made Into a 3600 document and a
CYBER Job execution request Is made on this documentf The
terminal then remains dormant until a suitable output
document Is returned from the CYBER or until one minute Is
UP* A suitable output document Is one which has the users
chargencode and terminal number. The first suitable
document to return Is copied to the users workspace region
and the user la Informed of the document name. If no such
document returns after one minute the terminal Is reawakened
and control returned to the user with the diagnostic,

1 MIN# NO CYBER RESPONSE

The users workspace then remains unaffected. Any document
that Is returned from the CYBER to the 3600 as a result of
the K/name/ command will be stored on the 3600 OR region
Irrespective of Its hardware disposition type unless it was
specifically disposed to some station other than the users
terminal. Such documents are In all other respects
(e,g, name# translations# etc,) treated as though they were
to be disposed to the hardware device specified. Documents
which are disposed to the OR region of the 3600 are given
priority In returning from the CYBER, They should not be
over 100 sectors long however or else they will be
truncated.

Note that each time the K request Is made the workspace
Is made Into a 3600 document even If the rest of the command
is not completely executed, The exception to this Is the
command K//,

2,5,2,2 K//

If after a Kiname; command one minute elapses before a
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CYBtR document <9 returned to TED the user may estend the
wa<t time by a further minute via the K// commandt If a
document returns from the CYBER with the correct charge-code
and terminal number before the user types in the additional
K// command then as soon as the command is typedf this
document will be copied to the users workspacen The K//
command can be repeated as often as necessary# If it fails
to attach a document then any other commands following in
the same command string are ignored#

2#6 Mi seel 1aneous

2t69l General

2.6,19! Q QUIT

Log out of TED, This command terminates a session in
TED - the users workspace is immediately lost. The user is
then returned to the MABEL area,

O

2,6,1,2

Shorthand for 10,000 when used as a repetition count
for commands# Some caution should be used with this command
since it is possible to put TED into a long loop. If it is
suspected that the command string is looping the interrupt
command DLt A Cor CTRL/P A) will terminate execution of the
command string.

Thus OE will erase all following lines in a document
merely by altering the value of an internal pointer.
However the command OCJ+F) will insert a blank space in
every line of the document but upon reaching the end of the
document the F command will be ignored whereas the rest of
the command, J-t, will continue to be executed on the last
line until the 10,000 reouests are made,

2,6,1,3 n" SET TABS

This command is used to set tabs in an internal tab
register, If n is absent or zero the tab register is
cleared. Otherwise each n" command sets a tab at column n,
At log-in time the tab register contains one tab in column^
7.

Tabs are activated by the occurrence of an " in either
of two Places CD delimited text strings, C2) when typing
text directly from a console Ci,e, using the C/?/ or V/?/
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coitmandsip In tNese cases " is used as a pesepved charactep
in the stP<»^g to indicate a 9k<p to tH© ne*t column at
which a tab is set® Note that the tabs are set relative to
the stapt of the oel iTiteo teat stping® and not pelative to
column I of the pecopdo Hence if a tab is set at column 7
then the command S/"RtAD/ is identical to S/ RtAD/ and
would seapch fop any occurrence of six blanks fol lowed by
^read^ -not just ^pead" starting in column 7o

To alter the tabs from the default of 7 fop FORTRAN
decks to tabs at columns 10? 20f and ^0 for COMPASS decks
the usep would type

"i0"20"«0"

If the user wishes to insert an " in the actual text
then he should either clear the tab register* op else insert
"  as a single character in the del imited text stpingp

2.6, 1.4 CLF5 LINFFtED

When l ine^feed or carr i age«"peturn l ine^'feed CCR-^LTO is
typed immediately after a colon# the reply is a l ine
containing only an up^arrow at the current pointer
position. The command assumes that the last command giwen
previously was a P command. Hence the uP^arpow points to
the current character assuming the current record had been
printed, If the windowing effect occurred# then the arrow
is automatical ly at column 20 on the terminal.

If (UF) is preceded by any other command then it merely
notifies the PDP^ll that the inout string is complete and
can be sent to the 3600,

2.6.1.5 ns SKIP

Skips to the n'='th comma in the command string and
resumes execution of the commands from there. This command
is most useful when fol lowing an S# D or A command as then
it effectively becomes a conditional skip « conditional on
whether or not the search is successful. Commas in text
strings or another box are ignored in the count.

2,6,1,6 # COMMA

The comma in a command string is ignored by
during execution of the ns command.

TED except
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2t6t2 Search mocHfy^ng commands

The following commands set restrictions on search
commands (i,e, 0$ A# and S commands), The restriction
occurs only on the next search command which is executed.

2,6.2.1 nW

2,6,2,2

RESTRICT WIDTH

The search is only Performed
(inclusive) of each record. Thus

OeClWS/*/JPF)
saysr starting from the origin of the
records which contain an * in column 1,

over columns 1 to

document print all

7W2(S/1000/P)
says search for the next occurrence of the number 1000 in
columns 1-7 of a record and print the record! then search
for the following occurrence of 1000 anywhere in the rest of
the document and print that record.

nN COLUMN START

The next search command searches each record from
column n onwards. Columns 1 to (n^l) are ignored in the
search. Thus

7W7NS/P/JP
would search for the next occurrence of the letter P
column 7 of a record.
The command string

07wD;1000!I12000!07ND120001II10001
would delete the first occurrence of 1000 which occurs
columns I - 7 of a record and replace it by 2000; it would
then delete the first occurrence of 2000 which appears in
columns 7 •• 160 of a record and replace it by 1000,

i n

i n

2,6,2.3 LINE SEARCH

the next search command to the currentRestrict
record,Thus

S/WRITE/OND/Ar/
would search for the next occurrence of the text WRITE and
then delete the first occurrence of the text A* that appears
after this but in the same record.

The commands nN and ON, although quite different in
meaning, are mutual ly exclusive and if both are used to
modify the same search command, then only the last will be
used.
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2,6,2,4 \ BACKSLASH

Th<8 rnodifier makes the search commands CO, A and S)
more general rather than restricting them. It has four
different meanings depending on how It Is used,

(1) Preceding a search command • when doing the search
and comparlslon all blanks are Ignored,
o, g,

\D/wRITC (61,2000)A/
would look for and delete the nex.t occurrence of the
seauence wRITb(61,2000)A . Ignoring any blanks whi lst
searching. When a suitable text string Is founa. It Is
deleted. Any Imbedded blanks In the string would also be
oeleted,

(2) As a one character text string of a search command
•  this causes a search to be made for the first non^blank
character,

e,g,

06N6W8/N/P

would search for the first non^blank character In column 6
of a record; thus It might be used to search for the next
continuation card In a FORTRAN deck,

(3) As part of a search text string "• When the search
Is made the \ Is able to match any character Including
blanks. More than one backslash can be used In the
delimited text string,
e, g,

eC7wS/l0\\/JPF)

would go through a document, e,gt a Fortran program, and
print out al l records which contain within the first 7
columns the number 10 followed by any two characters «=•
Including blanks,

(4) If the user wishes to actually search for or delete
the character backslash then he needs to combine the uses of
\ described In (I) and (2) above. Thus the command

\D/\/

would search for and delete the next occurrence of a N,

On some teletypes \ Is typed via SHIFT/L,

2,7 Storage Using Boxes

Each user of TED has a special storage area of 180
aft'-blt words In which he may store freauentlv accessed
command strings or text strings. Each such string Is given
a number from I • 32767 by the user and Is stored In part of
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the special area cal led a box» The string can be accessed
by various commands which refer to the box number. The user
may have up to 40 boxes provided the total number of
characters stored in the boxes is no greater than 1440 BCD
characters or 720 ASCII characters. The contents of boxes
may be stored on the 3600 OR region for later access. This
feature makes boxes very useful for their application as
small console programs.

2.7.1 Storage

The fol lowing commands store information in boxes. Any
previous contents of the box are lost, The number n before
a  command is the box number and should be in the range 1 ••
32767. If it is ?ero or absent it is taken to be 1. Some
box numbers above 1000 have special meanings for ASCII mode
documents.

2.7.1.1 nHjstringi HOLD

This command stores the string in box number n. The
string can be a text or command string. The contents of a
box can be cleared by entering a null string (i.e. nH//); ̂
this reduces the number of boxes in use. The workspace is
unaffected by this command.

2.7.1.2 n< STORE

Store a copy" of the current record in box n. The
current record end pointer are unaffected

2.7.2 Usage

Box contents can be used in the following ways

2.7.2.1 n$ EXECUTE

Execute the contents of box n as a command string. The
string is executed in exactly the same way as any other
command string. Thus the $ command and other box commands
can be included in the string,

2.7.2.2 n> REPLACE

Replace the current record with the contents of box n.

The contents of box n are otherwise unaffected.
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2,7,2,3 K'n' USE BOX n

(a) n not K

on a text string

?» [p ] or U )
to take the text

If X is any command which operates
Cite, Z, I, S# A, D, C, V, K, H,
then a number n del imited by ' tells TED
string out of box n and operate on that,
e,g,

3H;IDsCBCCS*XAfS'3'
would have the same effect on a document as

S/IDsCBCCS*XA/

However in the first case the text string remains held in
box 3 and can be used in other instruetions,

Cb) ns0

The command is exactly as for case (a) except that bo*
zero cannot be saved, Instead whenever a call to bo* zero
is made TED prints a colon on the teletype and waits for the
user to type a l ine. This line is then used as the text
string to the instruction. The instruction is executed and
the rest of the string processed,

©tgf

The command

U'e^C/JOB/

would type a colon then wait for the user to type in a
charge-»code. It would then look for and copy the document
JOB under the requested charge-code. This tyoe of
instruction is most powerful when stored in a box, Using
the $ command a command string can be executed in which a
question can be typed on the console# the user types in a
reply which can then be executed as part of a text string#
i,e,# a search made or deletion performed# etc,# then
perhaps a reply made. In this way the boxes seem to
communicate with the user as in a console program.

Special care must be taken# however# since box zero
operates in units of 3600 words. Thus for# say# an
insertion in BCD mooe inserting the letter A would insert
the letter A followed by sever blanks.

2,7,2,tt x'state'

If K is any command which operates on a text string and
state is one of status-determining reserved words described
in section 2.6,2 . i,e, DATE # TIME , SIZE # LINE , COLM ,
CODE # EDIT f STOP tben the value of the particular state is
determined and this value is used as a normal text string
for the command,

e,g, Z'OATE' would insert in the users document a new
line containing the current days date.
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2t7»3 Clearing Boxes

2.7.3.1 nH;; CLEAR BOX n

TED can^ at mostr handle 40 boxes at any one time.
This ecpmand clears box n and hence decreases the number of
boxes used by one,

2.7.3.2 [// CLEAR ALL BOXES

Al l of the users boxes are cleared and the box count Is
decreased to zero,

2,8 Reserved Words

2,8,1 Binary records

These Nords allow special binary records to be put Into
documents via TED, The conversion to a binary record Is made
when the workspace Is made Into a 3600 document and the
reverse conversion when and If this document Is re-»cop1ed
back to workspace,

2.6.1.1 *EaS END-OF^SECTION

*E05 In columns l''^ of a record is treated as a CYBER
end-of"sec11 on record and Is converted to a binary record
when the workspace Is made Into a 3600 document. This record
Is converted back to a *EQS when the DR..doeument Is copied
to the workspace

2.6.1.2 *EOP fc ND-0F»PARTIT10N

*EOP In columns 1-4 of a record causes the record to
be treated as a CYBER end-of-part 111 on record, As above
this Is converted to a binary record when on the OR region,

2.8.1.3 AFFF FREE FORM FLAG

*FFF In columns 1-4 of a record causes the record to be
treated as a CYBER free-form-f1ag to delimit free-form
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7^

binary records. The flag is treated the sane as a card with
all of colurtns 1 and 2 pun^hedt

2,8,1,^ *tOF tND-OF-FILE

A *EOF columns l-a of a record causes the record to
be treated as a 3600 end"of"f<1et

a,8,2 Status determining

These words when delimited by the special delimiter '
can be used in place of a te*t string for any commana which
requires one. When TED encounters one of these reserved
words it determines the value of a specific parameter and
then uses this value as the text string for the command.
Thus

Z'OATE'

would Insert into the workspace a line containing the day s
date. The command useo tpay be A, Cf 0# H, !» K, M, S, Uf
Z# [# 3# or ?, It is most frequently usedf however,
with the ? command (section 2,9),

Possible reserved words are listed below •

2.6.2.1 DATE
©

This requests the current day's date in the form
ddmmyy, where do ® day mm s month and yy - year,

2.8.2.2 time

This requests the time of day In the form hhmmss, where
hh is the no, of hours# nn is the no, of minutes and ss is
the number of seconds,

2.8.2.3 SIZE

This requests the number of records curently stored in
the users worksoace.

2,8,2,4 LINE

This requests the .current record number at which the
pointer resides.

2,8,2,5 COLM
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This requests the current column number at which the
pointer resides,

2.6.2.6 CODE: '

This requests the current charge»code

2.6.2.7 &DIT

This requests the edition number of the last document
copied into the users worksoace from OR,

2,8,2,6 STOP

Tnis requests the value^ of x as set by the last
X, command (section 1,5,2),

2,9 Print Commands

2,9,1 General

The print commandf nP, as discussed in section 1,5,1 is
the general command for printing n lines of output from the
workspace region.

2,9,2 Specific

The ? command has ben modified from earlier editions of
TEiD so that it now requires a text string. It requests that
the text string be output to the users terminal without
reference to the workspace and without altering the pointer
position. Unlike other commands it is rarely used in its
most simple form; hence some of its special uses are given
below.

2,9,2,1 ?/text/

n

This command is only useful when stored in a box as
part of console program. As such it can be used to give
instructions to a user,

e,g, assume box 1 contains
?/TYPE IN A CHARGi:»COOE/U'0'2$

then upon typing S to start the console program # TED would
type the reply

TYPE IN A CHAWGE»CODE
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then CR-LF and colon. The user would then type a
cHarge-code and this would become operative for the rest of
the string encountered in bo¥ 2,

2,9,2,2 ?^n' DISPLAY BOX n

If n is a number then TED uses this as a box number and

types out the contents of that box. The workspace is
unaffected, Thus the command ?'2' would cause the contents
of box 2 to be displayed.

2.9,2.3 ?// DISPLAY all boxes

The contents of all the users boxes are displayed on
the terminal.

2,9,2,a ?'8tdte'

If state is one of the words DATE# TIME# SIZE# COLH#
CODE, EDIT, or STOP (refer section 2,6,2) then the parameter
requested is determined and its value printed.
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3, ASCII DOCUMENTATION
■awaaavwaaiaaDaaBi

3«1 The Basis

3.2 Control Words

n

Documents which are prepared in ASCII mode may be
edited or altered using the same commands as used for
editing BCD mode documents. The main difference is that in
ASCII mode upper^case letters in text strings are no longer
mapped onto lower-case letters. Hence s/THE/ searches for a
different text string to s/the/. Pointer movement#
searching, etc, otherwise occurs as for BCD mode. The
X, command (section 1,5,2) no longer causes record
truncation however • it is used for another purpose,

ASCII mode documents are mainly used for preparing
reports, letters or documentation (such as this TED
manual). In order to aid such documentation various
reserved words or symbols may be included in the original
document. If this document is printed out via a normal P
command then these words and symbols are printed as normal
text. However the ' modifier to a P command causes them to
trigger various actions which modify the printed output,
These actions may spl it the output into pages Ci,e, cause ' '
pagination), alter the width of output lines and hence the
total number of output lines in the document, automatically
include specified page headings and footings, arrange for
all output l ines to end at the same column position,
automatically format paragraphs, and so forth. The above
actions are only performed on the printed lines • the users
KA document remains unaffected except for possible pointer
movement. When the special symbols and control words are
activated to cause formatting thev are not themselves
printed on the output document (except in one special
case). Preceding the print reouest by a » command (section
2,1,5) causes the output to be stored as a document rather
than being printed.

Various control words may be added to the text of a
source document in order to control the way output lines are
formatted. These words do not have special significance
unless they appear left-adjusted in columns 1 » 4 of a
source record. Any other text in columns 4 •• 160 of these
records may be ignored on output. In each of these special
records column 1 contains an asterisk and the remaining 2 ••
3 characters are upper-case letters. The control words,
when active, are not printed in the output text. They are
activated by the ' modifier to the P command (section 3,4),
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3,2,1 *BOP BEGIN PARAGRAPH JUSTIFICATION

Any test <n the source document wh4ch Hes between a
*BOP recoro and a matching *tND record is called formatted
text. When this formatted text is output via the P command
with a ' modifier the output is modified according to the
fol1owi ng c ri teri a,

(a) The pointer is immediately moved to column I of the
current record. Hence no windowing (section 1,5) of lines
occurs,

(b) The *BOP and *END records are not printed,

Cc) The column position of the first non^blank
character in the source record following j^BOP defines the
indentation of the first line of each new paragraph in the
texti iqe, *f it appears in column 15 then the start of each
new paragraph of the formatted text is in column 15 of the
output line. If the first record is blank column i is taken
as the default,

(d) The column position of the first non-'blank
character on the second source record following the wBOP
defines the left-^hand margin of the output formatted text,

Ce) Paragraphs in formatted text are separated by a
blank record in the source text

Cf) The output formatted text will not be allowed to
extend past the print position x (as set by a prior
X, command). If x is not set, is set less than 3U, or is
set greater than IbC, then line width is set to a default of
30 columns (including any margin). Any words which one
might expect to extend onto or over column x would be
re-formatted on the next line. Thus record boundaries in
the source text are ignored when the records are output and
there need be no correspondence between the number of l ines
output and the number of records used to create this
output. The output l ines are word Justified - words will
not be split into two parts unless they are more than 15
characters long,

(g) Source words are separated by one or more blanks.
When the formatted text is printed the blanks are squeezed
out so that only one Plank appears between successive words
on a line. Since source record boundaries are ignored and
blanks ape squeezed it is common for words on separate
source records to be output on the same output line, The
user must take special precautions if he wishes to force a

new line in the output.

Three exceptions to the blank squeezing are
(1) A blank source record is output without change,
(2) If two or more blanks occur after a full-stop then

blanks are squeezed so that two blanks are left between the
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ful l^stop ana the neat wopdj
(3) If the ̂  moaH<ep is ysed as well as the " modifier

to the print command# P# then lines are character justified#
1*0# after the output l ine is blank squeezed extra blanks
are inserted between words in order to ensure that that the
last column of each output l ine appears in the print
position X defined by the command#

When setting up a region of formatted text tne user may
wish to alter the indentation and margin of areas of text
within a formatted text section# This may be done by
enclosing the inner area by another set of wBOP and *END
records# iiS# wboP « '^END areas can be nested# Hence on
encountering the first wBOP ensuing text is printed in one
format; on encountering the second *BOP ensuing text is
printed in the second defined format until another *BOP or
*END is met; a wENO record wi l l result in ensuing text then
being printed in the first format# A following wfcND will
cause any text up to the neat *BOP to be unformatted#
Unformatted text is unaffected by the x# or 'P commends «
output records are the same as source records#

3.2#2 *STP STOP

Stop printing the output until a (LF) is received. The
user may then type in his own l ine in a form letter or
change sheets of paper in the'output device if single sheets
are used#

When the «STP is encountered# CP-UF then colon are

typed to inform the user# The colon may be eliminated by a
prior DUE t Cor CTRL/P •) sequence • refer DAD manual
Chapter 22#3pU # The pause is counted as one l ine of output
for the purposes of l ine counts and pagination#

3,2.3 *EOF END^OF^FOHM

The *EOF when encountered (in ASCII mode) causes a page
throw# i,e# sufficient l ine®feeds are typed to fill the
remainder of the page with blank lines# Section 3#^
discusses how to specify the number of lines per page#

3.2.a *HD HEADER

Any source records between a *HD record and the next
♦END record are are not printed if encountered whilst
outputting part of a document# Instead the records are
stored in consecutive TED boxes# starting from box 1001# If
paginating then each time a new page is started the contents
of boxes 1001 UP to the neat empty box are printed at the
head of the page# Any occurrence of the character ^ within
a header is printed as a page number (section 3#3)# The *H0
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to *END source records r'av appear anywhere <n the source
document except In areas of formatted texto If a second
header <s encountered <n a document <t replaces the f'lrst
but does not reset the page counti

At the start of each P command wHh a ^ modifier? boxes
1001 to 1010 are emptied. This ensures that no
printed until a new header Is encountered.

headers are

3.2.5 *FT FOOTER

Text between a *FT record and the next record Is

not printed but Is stored In boxes starting from box 2001q
This text Is printed at the bottom of each page. It Is
otherwise handled In a similar way to headers.

3.2,5 END

This record Is used to denote the end of the current
header# footer or *BOP field. A ^END card Is needed for
each of these.

3.3 Special Control Symbols

3.3.1 TILDE

Tilde when encountered In formatted text forces a new

line to be printed. When formatted text is output using
the P command with ' modifier# source record bounoarles are
usual ly Ignored. However the user can force a new line
with a ti lde In the source document; If the tilde appears
In column 1 of the source record then a new output l ine

will be started from column I - If the tllae appears
elsewhere In the source record then the new line will start
at the left margin of the output text.

3.3.2 ^ GRAVE

The grave accent Is useo In three separate ways
depending In which region of source text it appears,

(a) In unformatted text ^ it is printed as a grave
accent with no other effects.

(b) within a header or footer «=» it acts as a page count
when the print command causes pagination (section 3.4)0
i.e. it is printed as a number which is Incremented every
time a new page Is started. It may occur more than once In
headers or footers but always has the same numeric value on
any one page, Redefining the header or footer does mot
reset the counter - It Is reset only by the command causing
oaginat1 on.
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(c) With4n formatted text • tHe grave symbol is treated
like a normal non-blank character but is orinted as a
blank* This al lows the user to insert spaces in the output
lines without worrying about blank squeezing* It is also
useful in place of symbols which will later be inserted by
handy such as Greek letters* Some care is needed as long
words may be generated if one uses the grave instead of a
space*

3*^ Print Commands

The print commandy along with its various modi f i ers
C'y ^ and x*)y has special significance for ASCII mode
documents* It allows the user great flexibility in
outputting documents* In the following commands m# ny and x
are integers*

3*a,l nP NORMAU PRINT

This commandy without modifiers is the normal print
command* It causes n records of the source document to be
output* The output l ines are the same as the source records
except that windowing may occur in the normal way* The
X* command is ignored* however* and no truncation of lines
occurs* Control words and special symbols are printed as
stored without causing any special actions*

3.a,2 ''nP FORMATTED PRINT

This command causes n lines of output to be printed*
Reserved control words and special symbols in the source
records are activated* and any formatted text is output as
described in section 3*2* Note that n is the number of
output lines - the number of source records needed to
produce this may be greater than* less than* or equal to n*
Unformatted areas of source records (excluding special
control word records) are printed exactly as they occur - no
windowing or truncation of lines occurs*

The commano is useful for outputting a document onto
separate sheets of paper* After each n lines are printed a
colon is typed and output halts* A new sheet can then be
inserted in the output device and a further n lines output
by typing line-feed. This procedure may be continued until
the entire document is output, Anything else typed after a
colon wi l l be used as a new instruction to TED*

If an *EOF source record is encountered whilst any
page is being printed then the remainder of the page is
filled with blank lines* Hence wEOF may be used a page
throw* Headers* if present* are included in the count of n
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lines and are nted'on each paget If the number of lines
of heade> exceeds" ̂ Pi then the entire document is output
without paginatidnV'' If footers are includied then each page
size is increased bv the number of records in the footert

This command causes n lines of output to be printed
with control words and special symbols activated as in the
'nP command. Any l ines of formatted text are character
Justified as well as word Justified# i.e. extra blanks are
inserted between some output words in order to make each
output line end at column x# where x is set by the Xg
command. The default and minimum value of x is 30.

3,4,a fm'nP

This command is the most common method of outputting
formatted ASCII documents on a teletype. The entire source
document from the pointer on is output with control words
and special symbols activated (as described in section 393)#
word and character Jusification (as above)# and paginationo

Page images consist of m*n lines of print. The first
n  lines of each page contain the header then lines of the
document; the following m lines consist of the footer and
blank lines. The command is useful for output onto fanfold
paper as no user intervention is needed during outputo
*EOP again causes a page throw.

If m is set to one (or if the no. of lines of footer
plus 2 is greater than m) the command behaves as t'^xP (where
xsm^n) with pauses at the end of each page of output.

3.5 Document Formation

3.5.1 A/name/t P

The cross"*hatch command can be used with any of the
above print commands in order to save the formatted or
unformatted output as a 3600 document. The output lines are
not printed when the print command is preceded by the U
command. The new document is exactly the same as one would
expect from the output due to the print command with the
following exceptions when the fnP (or ̂ l*nP) commands are
used.

(a) Reserved words and special symbols are not omitted
from the document. Hence# in this case# the newly formatted
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document can later be refopmattedt It can also be used as a
reference to show where each *50P# etc* occursi

(b) The entire source document# from the pointer
position on Is used to create the new document * there Is no
reoulrement for the user to type CUP) after each page Image
Is formedi

o


